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About This Game

Are you ready for The Videokid challenge?

Test your skills to the max with this fun & challenging arcade style skate game set in a retro 1980s neighbourhood filled with
danger...

Skate, hitch and grind your way through hazardous streets; dodging 80s bikes, cars, trucks, trains & more. The Videokid is jam
packed with 80s nostalgia. Relive classic moments of all your favourite movie, tv and cartoon characters and remember... the

further you get the more epic the references become!

"What a wonderful game this is - an exacting arcade treat shot through with 80s childhood memories." Christian Donlan,
Eurogamer

"You’ll find that The VIDEOKID throws in every nostalgic thing you loved about the 80s into an 8-bit fast-paced Paperboy-
esque gaming experience. Plug in your walkman and lace up your Reebok Pumps..." Niko & Dawn, Indiewatch

"It's like PaperBoy on 80s steroids" twitter.com/MastaCodyD

"An awesome trip down memorylane!" twitter.com/HeinyReimes

The goal is simple: Avoid being busted by the cops, pull off sick tricks and complete crazy combos to earn bonuses; all whilst
trying to stay alive just long enough to deliver your pirate video round and get to your girl in time! From retro arcade style sound
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effects, to the incredible 8bit inspired soundtrack (written by DJ Savant) the Videokid pays pure homage to your favourite
games of the golden era.

FEATURES:
- Take on 'The Videokid challenge' & be amongst the top 25 hall of fame

- Unlock and play as some of your favourite 80s inspired characters
- Wreak havoc on the wrong side of the law for maximum score

- Pull off sick skate tricks & crazy combos
- Laugh at endless ways to bail, slam and fail

- Earn cash to spend on radical upgrades & powerups in the skateshop
- Experience the nail-biting tension... the longer you live the harder it gets

- See how many classic 80s characters & vehicles you can spot
- Relive your nostalgic childhood where all things were awesome

CONTROLLER OPTIONS
press "a" to restart or "y" to enter the store
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Title: THE VIDEOKID
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelTrip Studios
Publisher:
PixelTrip Studios
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017
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Unfortunately I can't recommend it in its current state. The pictures are well done, and the information is interesting, but
functionally it needs some work. Most of the subclasses seem to be complex for the sake of complexity; science dice, forge
dice, defense dice, fortune points, entropy points, cap points, spider points, etc. It's just another thing you need to keep track of.
The best mechanics are both straightforward and compelling. What's more, most of the subclasses require you to be one of the
new races.

Most of the races are acceptably balanced, but some of them have abilities that are inexplicably strong. Did melee damage to
someone? Now as a bonus action you can do more melee damage and knock them prone. No weapon? Don't worry about it, you
have a natural weapon that does 1d8 with reach and knocks them prone. If a player decides to play a gnome barbarian just for
laughs they might not be quite as strong as someone who chooses a goliath, but it's still not game-changing. On the other hand,
some (2 in particular) of the race options in this are just head and shoulders above the rest. The opportunity cost is too high to
not pick them.. YOU GOTTA GO IN THE SPACE HOLE. Best interactive Brand Experience since Chex Quest. Liked. Yes..
Top-notch, slightly challenging bass. Not too much of a work-out, but a lot of fun on bass.. What a total waste of money.
Especially for Oceanic players.. really fun game, camera is alittle hard so see. Typical unity indie horror game on steam, read
notes that have a stuipid broken english story while being chased at points by a guy with an axe. Really unoptimised and
unintuitive. Really tired of this time of game this isnt what horror is about. Game Tries to something like penumbra or outlast
but really is just a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 slender type game.
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It's good for achievements if you collect them.
Wanted to say: it's an average clicker game, but no.
Click evade box, click target box and wish good luck.

There's no gameplay at all.. You will be disapointed that how the game functions. The online gaming is beyond bad and even the
training mode has lag spikes when the match search is on... I don't recommend this to anyone until they fix this net code thing..
Molto molto carino, divertente e a tratti difficile.
Credo che comprarlo a 5 sia una esagerazione, ma in offerta si puó fare,
ve lo consiglio. vaporglitchcitymemeware99internetthrowback. Well get it while its cheap. You ll realistically only want Kaine's
item. But it has a tremendous impact on your gold gain once you ll get it legendary. Tbh i think its the overall best item in the
game. All the other items\/packs are at best mediocre and barely worth it for starters, but that one is the best. In my humble
newbs with 2 week or less stage opinion.. This game is really cool, i love the gameplay, and the story behind it. But i did'nt get
anything out of that -40% for halloween cause I already own the game, i saw a 2 in the halloween update video, but i dont see a
sequel. but overall this game is amazing.. This game is one of the best values on this service. Who needs no man's sky? We've
got sky valley!. i recommend not playing this
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